
NATURAL MATERIALS
Making a stand against the usual 

clinical meeting room, the 
sculptural feature wall is inspired 

by earth layers and ensures  
warmth and comfort.

A MEETING ROOM LIKE NO OTHER
Welcome to the Agora. Here, at the centre of the creative world in London’s Bankside, every single 

aspect of the room has been chosen to create the perfect innovative work environment.

ELIXIRS OF REVELATION 
The creativity tea station available 
in the Agora features a specially 
curated menu proven to boost 
brain power, from increasing blood 
circulation to improving memory.

CUSTOM VIDEO ART
A specially commissioned piece of 
video art by artist Doug Foster 
provides a hypnotic 5-minute break  
and features hints of Hilton London 
Bankside and its surrounding area.

NATURAL LIGHT 
Improve work performance 
with the controllable skylight – 
which beams the room with the 
perfect light to boost creativity.

PRESS FOR CREATIVITY
Turn any dull moments on their head at 
the press of a button. The Agora’s gold 

button will engulf the room with a jet of 
aromatic cool air to revive stimulation.

MOOD LIGHTING
Change the atmosphere at the touch 

of a button with the mood lighting 
feature. Choose from a range of 

colours or brightness levels to set the 
right tone for the task at hand.

SCATTERED IDEAS
Increase attention and memory with 
doodles, brainstorms and notes on 
this flexible wall which can be used as 
a whiteboard or a pin board using 
magnetic terrazzo style pieces.

GO WIRELESS
The 75 inch screen allows seamless, 
wireless connection to your devices - 

ending the misery of connection 
difficulties often experienced in 

meeting rooms.

CRUX OF CREATIVITY
The beautiful custom-built table in the 
centre of the room features inlaid ley 
lines, highlighting inspiring creative 
sites around Bankside, and hidden plug 
sockets providing a fuss-free solution for 
charging devices.

events@hiltonbankside.co.uk
Hilton London Bankside, 2-8 Great Suffolk St, London SE1 0UG

THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY
The interactive screen features 
award-winning Clevertouch® 

technology opening you up to a multitude 
of features including multi-device 

mirroring and a digital whiteboard.

*Maximum capacity 14 boardroom style



THE CENTRE OF THE CREATIVE WORLD




